In a Banach l a t t i c e or the hermitian part of a C*-algebra, every element a admits a decomposition a = a + -a_ such that 
When B is a Banach l a t t i c e or the hermitian part of a C*-algebra, every element a (. B determines a pair (a , a ) , the positive and negative parts of a , such that a = a + -a . In these two cases we have N(a) = ||a + || and N(-a) = ||a_|| .
Generally, an ordered Banach space B is said to be N-deoomposabZe i f every element a of B i s expressed as a = b -a such that b € B , a € S + , ff(a) = ||2>|| and iV (-a We shall start with a study on those properties which correspond to the self-duality of the positive cone in Hilbert spaces. Naturally, these properties are expressed in terms of the duality map F of B . The basic r6le i s played here by another map H , which is defined by the canonical half-norm. A relation between F and H is to be equivalent to the condition that every element of B can be metrically projected to B . This pro.iectability leads us to a notion of orthogonality in B , and it will tie shown that B is ^-decomposable if and only if it is orthogonally decomposable in this sense. It then becomes possible to give a simple criterion for the "self-duality" of B (see (3.6) ). The map H is used to study the order properties of the duality map F . The following statement is fundamental.
The duality map
(1.1). For each a € B 3 the following conditions are equivalent:
Proof.
(1) =» (2). This is obvious because H(a) i-0 .
Hence ||a|| = N(a) .
(3) °* ( l ) . This follows immediately from the definitions of F(a) and H(a) .
The duality map F is said to be positive if F(a) n B* + 0 for every a € B .
(1.2). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) F is positive; Proof. The equivalence of ( l ) , (2) and (3) i s an immediate consequence of ( 1 . 1 ) and t h e f a c t t h a t t h e norm i s monotone i f and only i f ||a|| = N(a) for every a € B . The equivalence of (3) and (h) has been proved i n [ H ] , Theorem 3 . 8 . We s h a l l prove t h a t (k) implies ( 5 ) . Let a 6 B + and / € F(a) . By (k) t h e r e e x i s t g, h € B* such t h a t / = g -h-and N(f) = \\g\\ . Then, s i n c e ||^|| < ||/|| , [H ) + = {a € H : a is positive semi-definite} is a self-dual cone (see [ J ] , P-TO). This is also true for general operator algebras with traces. For more general cases, see [4] .
Following this example, we shall call the positive cone B of an ordered Banach space B self-dual if the duality map is positive and inversely positive. Then the following statement is obvious.
(1.4). The following conditions are equivalent: As we have shown in ( 1 . 2 ) . the posltivity of F has a simple characterization that the norm is monotone. However, a simple characterization of the inverse positivity of F has to wait until we have the notion of orthogonally decomposable spaces (see (3) (4) (5) (1) P is inversely positive;
(2) the dual norm is monotone.
Proof, ( l ) => (2) . Let / € B* and F* be the duality map of S* .
Suppose that E, € F*(f) . Since B i s reflexive, E, = a for some 
because ||/|| = ||a + || . Hence we have N(f) = \\f\\ . Since the dual cone is self-dual, we have / € B* .
When B is the hermitian part of a C*-algebra, then, as was stated in Example 2, B is ^-decomposable and B* is self-dual. Therefore the assumptions in (1.9) are satisfied. 
Projections
For a € 5 , we set ir(a) = {b € B + : ||a-2>|| 5 \\a-x\\ for a l l x € S + } , which will be called the projection of a on the positive cone B + .
I t is obvious that a € ir(a) if a € B + , iT(Aa) = Air(a) for A 5 0 , and Tr(Tr(a)) = Tr(a) for every a € B . Furthermore, i t is easy to see that 0 € ir(a) whenever a £ 0 i f and only if the norm of B is monotone. 
Thus ||&-a|| = N{-a) .
The set ir(a) may be empty. B is said to be projectable if n(a) is not empty for every a t B . 
I t is obvious that B -B is closed if B is weakly compact.
Hence the dual B* is always projectable.
The following statement, which is an immediate consequence of ( 2 . 2 ) , shows that N -decomposable spaces are projectable. Therefore a l l Banach l a t t i c e s and the hermitian parts of C*-algebras are projectable. Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) i s an immediate consequence of (2.1). The following statement is a partial answer to this question. Proof. The equivalence of (l) and (2) 
Orthogonal decompositions

follows from ||a [I = N(a) .
When we set a = b -a , conditions (2) and (3) decomposable, there is an equivalent norm on B so that B + is self-dual.
To prove t h i s , one only has to consider the norm |||Q||| = (ff(a) +il?(-a) ) for an arbitrary finite p . Since the original norm is monotone, the two norms are equivalent. The canonical half-norm of B measured by the new norm coincides with the original N because of the orthogonal decomposability. The self-duality of B is now obvious.
We now leave the self-duality and consider another problem. We note that, when B is a Hilbert space, i t is uniquely orthogonally decomposable if and only if S + is self-dual.
In the sequel we shall assume that B is uniquely orthogonally decomposable. Then, since
is a norm-contraction if and only if the single-valued map T T i s . When B is a Banach lattice or a Hilbert space with self-dual positive cone, IT i s , and hence IT i s , a norm-contraction.
In fact, in the latter case, we have
However, in the general case, in order that TT_ be an tf-contraction, that i s ,
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B must be a vector l a t t i c e as the following statement shows.
(3.9). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) n n is an N-contraction; 
because the norm is monotone.
REMARK I . There is a notion of orthogonality in a general Banach space B due to R.C. James. According to [ 6 ] , an element a of B i s said t o be James-orthogonal to an element b if ||a|| < ||a+X£i|| for a l l X € R . I t is easy to see that this is equivalent to (f,b)=O for some we consider an example, which appeared in [7] . Let K be the two- 
/ € F(a) . Hence i t is clear t h a t , i f a i B
Automorphisms
Throughout this section we shall always assume that B is an (2) and (3) are equivalent. We s h a l l prove the equivalence of ( l ) and ( 2 ) .
(1) =» ( 2 ) . By (lt.1), ||S|| + = 1 . Hence i t follows from the Robinson property t h a t ||Sa|| £ ||a|| for every a € B . Similarly, we have HS^all < |ja|| , t h a t i s , ||a|| £ ||5a|| for every a € B . Therefore 5 i s an isometry.
(2) =* ( l ) . I t follows from the assumption that t h e dual S* i s also an isometry of B* . Therefore the condition t h a t / € B* and \\f\\ < 1 i s equivalent so that S*f € B* and ||5*/ll - 
